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Farmland Inheritance, Transaction and Transference: 
A Case Study in the Southern Region of Thailand 

Kanjana Kwanmuang1* 

The pmpose of this study is to contribute to the understanding of changing farm sizes under cultural fann1and 

inheritance and transactions, in the context of succession decision. Results show that fannland inheritance strategies, 

involving the sharing offannland amongst children. will not change :from their parents and this will decrease farm sizes 

for the following farming households. In the past, farmers could enlarge farm sizes by purchasing farmland, but that 

shall become more difficult for future generations because of changing economic conditions. Farm training and 

providing suitable technology for small scale farms of the future is therefore required 
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1. Introduction 
Over the last two decades, the agricultural sectors in 

Thailand have fiJced many challenges. Both the population 

and labor force of the agriculture sectors have declined :from 
26.4 to 22.7 million (or -1.90% p.a.), and :from 18.8 to 15.8 

million (or -1.90% p.a.), respectively (Office of Agricultural 

Economics [5]). Moreover, concerning the increasing age 

of furmers, whereby more than 65% of fiumers are aged 50 

and over (Office of Agricultural Economics [5]), Logindarat 
[7] stated that the ageing problem will bc:come serious and 

affect the productivity of farms in the next 10 years. 

Meanwhile, the decline in the number of younger people 

who want to work on farm (Poapongsalrorn et al. [10]), 

these situations raises concerns about the succession to 
farms and the agricultural sectors in the near future. 

Even though succession decisions on family farms are 

important for farming sustainability, few studies of these 

matters have been conducted (Mishra and El-Osta [9]), and 

especially limited numbers of studies for the successor 

decisions in Thailand are found as I reviewed. In previous 

international succession decision studies about family filrms, 
most authors only focused upon aspects of the probability of 

succession and 1he timing of such farm succession. For 

instance, Kimhi and Lopez [6] studied in Maryland, the 
USA, and fuund that: older fiumers with a better education, 

the number of years spent working off-farm, upbringing on 

the farm, inheritance of the farm :from parents and larger 
farms all raise the probability of farm succession within the 
family. Mishra and El-Osta [9] studied in the USA, revealed 

that succession decisions were significantly influenced by 

government farm policies, farm wealth and the age and 
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education of the head. Farm capital stock: (measured by the 

value of farmland as a proxy of farm size) had positive 

effects upon succession.Glauben et al [4] conducted a first 

simultaneous study about the probability of fimning 

succession, and the timing of successions or closures in 

Germany. They found that larger, more profitable farms 

which wm: specialized in dairy farming were more likely to 

have a successor. 

From the literature review about successor decisions it 

is identified that land or asset holding is an important 

factor of farming succession. However, land holding at 

certain times is derived :from the initial holding (inherited 

land size), and associated land transactions of the past. The 

effects of both such aspects of endowment and transactions 

over time, concerning land holding distribution amongst 

households, is of practical concern, as examined by Burke 

and Jayne [1] in Kenya. At this point, my study first aims 

to identify features of both such aspects in Thailand, 
especially in 1he context of successor decisions, because of 

the concerns discussed above. 

In a Thai context, succession within a family farm 

seems practical. In addition, the production of agriculture is 
dominated by family farms, and the majority of Thai 

farmers are small-scale. The average farm size was 3.6 
hectares per household in 2009. However, the small scale 

farmer is not an issue but the issue is decreasing farm sizes 

over the last 2 decades; farm sizes have decreased by 

0.87% per year in the whole country, with an annual 

decrease of 0.37% in the South :from between 1986 and 
2010 (Office of Agricultwal Economics [5]). This trend 

may be a result of the tradition of succession within farm 

families, particularly wi1h regard to farmland inheritance. 

According to several furmla.nd inheritance studies 

throughout Thailand, it has been stated that farm property 
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is distributed between all children. For instance, Charles B. 
Mehl [2] mentioned that the patterns of inheritance with 

equal shares by all children, regardless of sex, can be in part 

attnbuted to the nature of Thai Buddhism, and it is common 

in societies with kinship systems (Foster [3]). In addition, 
Thai formal inheritance law does not distinguish between 

gender, and supports equally shared land, because the law 

decrees that when a person dies intestate his or her spouse 
inherits first, followed by the children, who inherit equally 

(USAID country profile, Thailand [11 ]). Hence, such 

studies displayed evidence that cultural and legal 

inheritance systems can lead to the reduction of sizes of 
farmland during 1ransitions in the inheritance of land 

between generations and this was consistent with studies by 

Mizuno [8]. However, it is not only farmland inheritance 

which may cause changes to fium sizes, but also the 

activities of farmland transactions. In Thailand, farmland is 
held in private ownership; fanners are free to sell, 1ransfer 

and mortgage their fiums (USAID cmmtry profile, Thailand 
[11]). Therefore, the decrease of farm size may relate to 

land inheritance and transactions concerning institutional 

issues, because farm size is not only related to the welfure 
of farm households in the context of subsistence farming 

for livelihood. Farm size is also an important detenninant 
in the ways of succession, as smaller farmland is less likely 
to be able to support the successor. 

Therefore, to observe the change of size of farmland 

which relate to succession on fann, it is important to 
identify features of initial size of farmland (inherited size) 

and inheritance manner, transaction history, and then reveal 

inheritance strategy for the next generation, in order to 
determine succession and situation of next farm household 

from these issues. 

The research questions included: first, have the 
inheritance patterns changed from last (parent) to the 

present fimner?. Second, have the present farm households 
maintained/managed farm size under small inherited 
farmland for the next generation, and have size of inherited 

and 1ransaction related to succession on farm?. In addition, 

I choose to study in upper south region because most of the 
literatures in Thailand mentioned in general of the custom 

of sharing fiumland to all children, in south region where it 

has different kinds of cash crops from others and a limited 
research of inheritance and transaction have been done. 

Hence, whether it has the same manner to others still also 

needs to be proved. 

Hence, this aims to contnbute to understanding features 
of fannland inheritance and 1ransaction, which relate to the 

change of farm sizes in the context of succession decision 

in the Upper South ofThailand. 

l. Methodology 
For the pUipose of study, a new approach is 

implemented as a farmland holding history analysis. 
Inclusive issues regarded the inheritance strategy from the 
last generation (fanners' initial land size), the history ofland 

1ransactions, with all issues being observed in the context of 
changes of farm size. In order to identify successor and 

initial farm size of next generation, plans to 1ransfer of 

fiumland and inheritance strategy of present fanners to the 
child/children are also surveyed. Moreover, under farmland 

hol.cting history, the sample fanners were classified into 6 

groups, according to their length of time as a farming 

household head, using 10 year difference intervals of 
farming experience in order to observe ability of transaction 

over period of time. Hence, group 1 were those fanners who 
had 1-10 years experience at being the fanning household 

head, group 2 had 11-20 years of experience, group 3 had 

21-30 years, group 4 had 31- 40 years, group 5 had 41-50 
years and group 6 had more than 50 years experience. Each 

group could also be represented by the household head's 
own generation. Then, the chi-square test is employed for 
correlation of inheritance strategy and succession decision. 

The relationship between succession decision and land size 
on both initial (inherited size) and changing holding over 

time (1ransaction size) is also analyzed by using t-test 

A survey by in-depth interview with head of farm was 
conducted in the 2013 crop year, using questionnaire 

sampling about 1iunily farms in 4 provinces in the Upper 

South of Thailand. In these provinces, the local economy 
depends chiefly upon the agricultural sector, which is 

dominated by perennial crops, such as: rubber, palm oil and 

fruit Populations mostly consist of Thais, and the household 
samples were selected randomly, using stratified two-stage 

sampling. Hence, 33, 19, 17 and 5 samples investigated in 

Nakhon Si Thammarat, Surat Thani, Chumpbon and Ranong 
provinces, respectively. In the final 74 sample of 1iunily 

filrms, in which there were 44 households (59.46%), there 
was at least one child who would continue with inherited 

farmland, whilst 30 households (40.54%) had no potential 
successor for continued farmland inheritance. 

3.Findings 
An analysis of changes to the size/scale of fiumland, by 

identifying the inheritance patterns and farmland transactions 

under farmland holding history, showed the following: 

1) FHmland inheritance patterns 
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Changes in 1he size/scale of farmland in the farmland 
holding his1ory, and the household characreristics of each 

group, are shown in Figures I and 2. In each group or 

generation, activities under fann1and holding his1ory are 

described by fium'""' per household, measured in Thai 'rai' 1>. 

The starting point for the analysis of each group was the 
year in which they undertook fiuming as household head or 
as a fiuming career, and each activity was presenred in a bar 

chart The s1m1ing years for being a fiuming household head 

in groups 1-6 were the years 2003, 1993, 1983, 1973, 1963, 
and 1945, respectively. 

Chart B (in figure!) presenred 1he total farmland at 1he 
beginning of the household head's career, v.iJere fium 

households acquired fann1and by: I) inheriting from paren1s 

(chart b!), 2) marrying wi1h a spouse who had fann1and 
(chart b2), 3) bought fann1and by themselves (chart b3), and 
4) obtained fann1and through other sources; from relatives 

and the clearance of forest lands (chart b4 ). Group I, wi1h I 0 

years or less in fimning, s1sr1ed working as fiums only by 
inheriting fann1and from paren1s, whilst for groups 2, 3 aod 

6 the majority of fium sizes at the beginning of the fiuming 
household head's career were also from the inheritance and 

from 1he pmperty of 1he spouse. However, for groups 4 and 

5 it was fuund 1hat the size of inherited fann1and from 

paren1s was less 1han the total size they obtained from other 
sources (from the oceupstion by clesring fores1s and from 

relatives who wanted close-by neighbors). 
For the parental inheritance fann1and s1Iaregy and size, 

which heads inherited from paren1s (chart b I), it is fuund 

1hst 72.9% of parental inheritance fann1and strategies were 
mostly through the sharing of farmland to all children, rather 
1han one successor in all groups (see PSI-PS3 in figure2). 

For this reason, total parental fann1and in chart A was shared 
to each child and, hence, 1he size of inherited fiumland from 

paren1s (chart bl) depended upon parent fann1and si2e and 

the numbers of sibling they had to share with. Therefore, 
household hesds s1sr1ed on fiums of small sizes of inherited 

fium1and However, the inherited fann1and received from 

paren1s was still the main proportion of fann1and when 
children took the ownership of limn, particularly in 1he 
younger groups (1-3). 

2) Farmland 1ransactinns 

Afrer fium households s1sr1ed working 1he land 

inherited, activities of selling and buying more land were 
analysed (Charts C and Din figure I) by comparison of the 

tomsaction activities in each group. In groups 4, 5 and 6 

(s1srled being a fiuming household head in 1he years 1973, 
1963 and 1945),or being a household head fur 30 years or 

more, 1here are ho1h the activities of buying and selling 

l) 1 rai =0.16 hectares 

fann1and. The hesds s1sr1ed to purchase more farmland on 
average 13.9, 20.5 and 20.8 years after hecmning a fiuming 

household head. Smne parcels of fann1and were sold at an 
average of 18.1, 21.4 and 24.0 years after hecmning a 
fiuming household head. There were 2 reasons fur selling 

some parcels of fiumland: First, 1hey sold some parcels of 

fium1and, particularly inherited fann1and from paren1s, at a 
time when they s1sr1ed becoming a fiuming household head, 

in order to buy larger land at 1he aarne total cost or less 1han 
the lands they sold (to enlarge limn size).They 1hen 
ntigrated from their parent's village to a new village where 

they could purchase more simply. At 1hat time, vast land 

was available to clear for agriculture. The second reason 
was due to having no children to continue wi1h 1he limn and 

financial pmblema of the household, and 1hns they decided 

to sell some parcels of fimnland at older ages. However, 

wi1hin 1hese 3 groups, not only was 1here capital from 

selling inherited land, some honseholds also bought more 

fann1and using capital from their limn incomes. 
Since 1988, land marlre1s have been rnpidly changing, 

due to the increase in demand fur land from not only the 

agriculture sectors, but also from the industrial sectors and, 
in addition, land available to clear became scarce, and the 

clearance of fures1s or defures1stion fur agriculture came to 

an abrupt end because of the strictly observed fures1stinn 
laws, in 1989. For these reasons, younger fiumera (groups 2 

and 3, who became fium household heads in 1983 and 

1993) 1ended to keep initial fann1and at the start of their 
renure as aoun:es of income, and pmperty fur their children 

In groups 2 and 3, the heads s1sr1ed to buy new farmland at 

an average of 6.3 and 13.7 years, after becoming the 

fiuming household head, using accunru1ated capital from 

limn incmne, using household savinga aod the bormwing of 
institotional credit, by consideeing if the land was affurdable 

and at a reasonable price using their knowledge or 

experience ofland marlre1s which they fuoed; it is fuund 1hst 
they were likely to buy after economic crizes. 

These tomsaction activities ted to the smning up of total 

fann1and at present (chart E in figure I). Purchasing new 
fann1and is an important activity to enlarge fium si2e in 

pre- fiuming households, aod almost 10 years (ofperaonal 

experience in fiuming) are required to he able to start 
en1srging fium1aod 

However, the size offiumland in each category inFigme 
I is analyzed, and displayed 1hst on average, fur all limn 

households, limn si2e increased in every group after 

commencing filrming. When consideeing the changes to 
limn size fur each household, it was fuund 1hat 1here were 3 

households in group 4 and I household in group 5 fur which 
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Farmland holding hatory 
(Became the 1imDillg household head, until present day) 

P1amring to transfer 
farmJand to 

Household Characteristics 

Group2 
11-20 
yean 

Group3 
21-30 
yean 

Group4 
31-40 
yean 

Groups 
41-SO 
yean 

Group6 
Sl~O 

yean 

groups, 

Notes: I) Size offmmland in each bar chart for each group was rqm:sented by the average of all households. 
2) Group 1, which had 1-10 years of being a farming household head (bc:coming a household head in 1993), is not shown in this figure 

because there were ouly 2 households, and they ollly started farming by inhmiting fmmland from parents and. in addition, because in 
10 yean of being a howehold head there were no 1ransiK:tion activities. Therefore, at present, they only have 10.63 rai per household. 

the size of fiumland decreased. This is because they sold 

some parts of fiumland because they bad no child to 
continue the farming. Meanwhile, younger groups tended to 

maintain and expand fimnland, as explained above. 
3) Tnmsfer farmland to next generation 

Household beads plan to inherit farmland to next 

generation was further investigatl:d. Similar to parent's 

strategies, 71.62% respondents' inheritance strategies of 

transferring farmland is to share with all children than one 

successor (see PS2-RS2 in figure 2) (household heads who 

plan to transfer to one child because most of them have only 

one child in fumily). 
Hence, the average size of fimnlalld per child (see chart F 

in figure 1) they plan to transfer is small for the start of the 

generation's farming household head. However, there is no 

difference between sizes of their inherited land from parents 

(see chart bl) and of they plan to transfer to next 

generation (see chart F). In fact again, in group 4, 5 and 6 

they can transfer fannland to each child more than they 

got from parent. It should be noted that ability to enlarge 

fannland is an important factor in order that they could 

also increase the size of transfer farmland. The bar chart 

F is set on different period in each group due to the time 

they have planned to transfer farmland 

8.12 17.57 

~ 

PSI/RSI 

7297 71.62 1:1 PS: par<l!llo' inhoritiiDce 1tn1ee;y 
r---,.--, 0 RS: reopcmdenlo' inhori1IIDce aru.gy 

I I I 18.9 10.81 
- - - I I I 

PS2/RS2 PS3/RS3 

Figure 2. Parent's and respondent's strategy for inheritance 
of land 

Notell: 1) Parental inheritance strategies were asked from the 
head of the farm, with regards to how parents allocated fiumland. 
Parental inheritance can be classified into 3 types: PS 1: 

transferred to only one successor, PS2: transferred to all children, 

PS3: others; (some sold parts or all of the fimnland (16.2%), and 

2. 7"/o did not know how parents transferred fimnland). 

2) Respondents' inheritance strategies arc classified into 3 

types, using the household heads answers: RS 1; transfer to only 

one successor, RS2; transfer 1o all children (in equal, or one part 

more to one child), and RS3 others (will 1ransfcr to a child, but 

not yet identified the strategy: hesitation). 
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4) Prospect for the number of new farm households 

in next generation 
Table 1 shows the households who have successor of 

farming among their children, there are 44 farm households 

or 59.46% will be continued by child on inheritance farmland, 

in other WOlds, these farm households can produce new farm 
households ftom the hcritam:e :fiumland in next generation. 

Meanwhile, 30 farm households or 40.54% who have no 
successor may stop farming career in their generation. 

In tcnns of the possibility that a child will continue on 

herita.nce farmland or successoll, at the beginning of 
starting household head until year of 20 (group 1 and 2), 

furm household heads have not ex.actly pointOO out the 

possibility of a child to continues on inheritance farmland 
due to the filet that children are still young (only 1 

household in group 2 that 1 child helping in farming so that 

they point that this may continue on farm carrier). 
The numbers of successor per household in group 3, 4, 5 

and 6 are 0.58, 0.86, 1.36 and 1.89 respectively. This implies, 

for example, a present fium household can produce 1.89 
new households in group 6. However, the mtios of the 

numbeiS of successors in numbers of children for groups 3, 
4 and 5 were 18.83%, 33.07% and 41.59%, respectively. In 

group 6 the mtio was 37.8o/o, and that is smaller than group 

5, because of the delay in 1lansferring fiumland. in that some 
children had already old to start a new life within a farming 
household. 

Even though there was a 59.46% total sample of fimners 
with at least one successor, this could still increase new 
numbeiS of farming households in next generation, due to 

strategies involving the sharing of farmland between all 
children, but with small farm sizes started by farm 
household heads. However, at the same time, this strategy 
could be one reason for stopping some children continuing 
on farms because, for some, inheriting farmland is perceived 
as a low-value occupation. 

Since the land inheritance is conducted in the manner of 
sharing fiumland among all children; it is not directly related 
to succession on farm. Hence, Chi-square test was used 
for analyzing the independence between farm household 
with/without successor and inheritance strategy. The 
analysis of the association of the inheritance strategies and 
the succession (shown in table 2) finds that there are 
statistically significant differences between farm households 
that had successors and no successors to inheritance 
strategy. Farm households that had successors mostly 
planned to share fiumland amongst all children, but with the 
larger part going to the one who helped with fium work or 

2l Household heads COII8ider the successor upon inheritance of 

1ilnnland by: 1he child's type of work, level of education, help or 

interest in 1he farm, child family situation, living place of the child 
ami inherited farm size. 

helped to invest in more than one fium, or one who would 
take care of parents in old age. In this case, even though 
some farm households would have no successor, parents 
still planned to leave their farm to children as a future asset. 

The differences between households with and without 
successor on inherited land size and changing of land 
size over time (transaction size) was also analyzed by 

mean comparison tests (t-test). The result in table 2 shown, 

there is no statistically significant difference in inherited 

land size between households with and without successor, 

but the size from transaction is fuund as a predictor of 
succession. Possible explanation for this finding could be 

due to the ability of fimn management to enlarge farm size 

which can increase the sizes of 1ransfmed farmlands to the 

next generation and encourage some children to continue on 

farm. 

4. Conclusion 
1. Respondent's fiumland inheritance strategies for 

future generations will not change ftom that of their parents; 
sharing farmland amongst all children. The rigidity of the 

inheritance patterns of present furmers will decrease initial 
farm sizes in future generations. 

2. This inheritance stmtegy could discourage some 

children from starting new farm households since heritance 

furmlands are too small to continue farming occupations. 
However, this sharing pattern could still increase the 

numbers of new fimn households. 

3. In the past, fimners could maintain their livelihood 
and sustain their small initial farm sizes when becoming a 

funning head, by enlarging fimn sizes through the additional 
purchasing of farmland. From land transaction histories, it is 

found that many started to expand their land holdings at 

least ten years after the start of their funning careers. 
Moreover, the size of fiumland ftom transaction (or net 

increasing in holding size) was found a predictor of 

succession, hence the ability to expand farmland has since 
become an important factor which can increase the sizes of 

tmnsfem:d farmlands to future generations, and help sustain 

such furmlands for the future use. 

5. Discussion 
In the past, furmers could expand upon fium size by 

purchasing farmland. This can be understood as: 
1) they needed 8CCUIIIlllation of farming experience, and 2) 

they required more holdings due to family size increases, as 

more children were born. However, such transactions were 

realized under liquid land market situations, and thus it takes 
more time under uncertain and fluctuating markets, land 
prices and economic conditions of the future. 

From the results, there are concerns about difficulty of 

land transactions in the future, because of changing industrial 
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Table 1. Possibility of a child who will continue with the 
inheritance of filrm1and 

Nlllli>• ofbouolaold& wbioh 
emfind.a~a:rof -..--ehildral 
Nmmcr ofacwfirm 
houodooldo (Pno.mility 
otadlild---wilh 
b.boooof-...Jj 

-ltatiooCD.mlbcrofehiWn:D. 
who «mtiJmc with 
-otl'amllaDd/ 
Nlllli>•of-p• 
houooloold(2)/(l) 

11-'lO 21-30 31-'10 41-SO >50 
_. )'<&"' ,_. ,_. ,_. Tatol 

(Jroap1) (Aroap3) (aroup4) (Aralp5) (ARup6) 

1 s 13 16 9 44 
(14.30) (41.61) (S9.10) (27.21) (100.00) (S9A6) 

2.00 

0.14 

7.00 

" 

3.01 

11.113 

" 

2.60 

0.116 

33.07 

" 

327 

1.~ 

41.59 

" 

s.oo 

1,89 

37.1 

" 

3.0& 

1,00 

:u.s 
% 

Nolel: 1) Dlta show tho number ofhouooholds and pm:~ ofhaui<Dolds (obown in 
~). 

2) Group I is - include in dlis table, boclliOO liom-- and cbildrm 
n Jlill ymmg, and 1bohoads-DOt ODdly poilltad cat a~-will..-,.with 
thoiolailmoooflillmland. 

Table 2. The association of inheritance strategy and land 
holding to succession --" Load~(.m>" 

Su.ccr::.iml of Shorao-all NltiDtzeuein 
-..or To..., - Ol1un 

mhaitod holdmaaftor 
P-.cl cbild 

{oot,.. 
1md N<tio&-

laequ&la 
Net -.d) (Dot-
~ m.) 

Form 
hwoolooldJwl>o 29 7.9 18.9 --Ponn 
houodooldo- 11 10.6 '-6 
huno........, 

Nolel: 1) Chi-Square Teltl foruoociatioa ofinboritance -gy ID IIUCCellion /Dita 
for inhomWl<e otreegy show tho DUI!Ibm ofhouoohokll. 

2) Mean c:omparison leoti (t-tnt) bctw= 2 upec111 of land holclins ID oua:essian 
(fimn who bas IIIOCOIIOr and no IIIOCIIIOOC} 

structure and increasing land prices, due to the fact that 

Thailand has been thriving land sales, land rental and land 

cn:dit markets, and increasing land prices since 1997,or if 

there is an ASEAN wide economic crisis. These reasons 
may decrease the possibilities to purchase farmland for 

farmers of future ge.oemtions. 

As a result, and under such constraints, strategies for the 
sustainability of farmland and the livelihood of farmers in 

future ge.oemtions are required, such as the ability to expand 
filrm1and (almost 10 years or more for next generations) 
which requires specific skills in farm management, 

especially for perennial crops, such as: rubber, palm oil and 

fruit On-farm training and the provision of suitable 
teclmology for small scale perennial filrms, to increase the 
productivity and incomes of furms, and special training to 

reduce costs and offer knowledge about changing crop types 
are also required However, there are advantages in the 
newer generation's education level, as shown in figure 2, 

whereby the younger ge.oemtions have attained longer terms 
of education than their elders. This implies that we have the 
capacity to improve productivity with some training and 
teclmological developments. 

However, the resuh in table 2 shows that there is no 
statistically significant difference in inherited land size 

between households with and without successor, but the size 
from transactions is found a predictor of succession. In this 

point, a new analysis concluding these two aspects on 

succession in the future is needed; for instance, to indentify 

factors affi:cting succession on family farm and factors 

affect farm size per cbild in case of Thailand especially in 

the same stndy area. 
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